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CHAP. VIII.

Of the Method (^rendering the Irrational Formula,
V(a + hv + cx'^ ^ dx") Rational.

112. We sliall now proceed to a formula, in which x rises

to the third power ; after which we shall consider also the

fourth power of x, although these two cases are treated in

the same manner.
Let it be required, therefore, to transform into a square

the fornuda a + bx + ex- + dx"\ and to had proper values

of X for this purpose, expressed in rational numbers. As
this investigation is attended with much greater difficulties

than any of the preceding cases, more artifice is requisite to

find even fractional values of ^; and with such we must be
satisfied, without pretending to find values in integer num-
bers.

It must here be previously remarked also, that a general

solution cannot be given, as in the preceding cases ; and
that, instead of the number here employed leading to an
infinite number of solutions, each operation will exhibit but
one value of a*.

113. As in considering the formula a + bx -f ex", we
observed an infinite number of cases, in which the solution

becomes altogether impossible, we may readily imagine that

this will be much oftener the case with respect to the present

formula, which, besides, constantly requires that we already

know, or have found, a solution. So that here we can only

give rules for those cases, in Avhich we set out from one
known solution, in order to find a new one; by means of
which, we may then find a third, and proceed, successively

in the same manner, to others.

It does not, however, always happen, that, by means of a

known solution, we can find another; on the contrary,

there are many cases, in which only one solution can take

place ; and this circumstance is the more remarkable, as in

the analyses which we have before made, a single solution

led to an infinite number of other new ones.

114. We just now observed, that in order to render the

transformation of the formula, a -\- bx -{- ex- + dx^, into a
square, a case must be presupposed, in which that solution is

possible. Now, such a case is clearly perceived, when the
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first term is itself a square already, and the formula may be
expressed thus, y"- + hx -\-cx- + dx^ ; for it evidently be-
comes a square, if x = 0.

We shall therefore enter upon the subject, by considering

this formula; and shall endeavour to see hov/, by setting

out from the known case x r= 0, v/e may arrive at some
other value of x. For this purpose, we shall employ two
different methods, which will be separately explained : in

order to which, it will be proper to begin v/ith particular

cases.

115. Let, therefore, the formula 1 -j- 2jc — x' -\-
x'^ be

proposed, which ought to become a squai*e. Here, as the

first term is a square, we shall adopt for the root required
such a quantity as will make the first two terms vanish.

For which purpose, let 1 -f x be the root, whose square is

to be equal to our formula ; and this will give 1 H- 2.r —
;r* 4- a;^ = 1 + ScT + x'\ of v/hich equation the first two
terms destroy each other ; so that we have x' = — x- -\- x^,

or x^ = 2x^, which, being divided by x", gives x = 2; so

that the formula becomes 1 ^- 4< — 4 -|- 8 r: 9.

Likewise, in order to make a square of the formula,

4> -r- 6x — 5^^ 4- 3^^ we shall first suppose its root to be
2 + nx, and seek such a value of w as will make the first

two terms disappear ; hence,

4 H- 6.T7 — 5x^^ -{- ox"^ = 4: + 4inx + n'-x"^;

therefore we must have 4w = 6, and ?«, = 1 ; whence re-

sults the equation - 5x^ + Sjt^ = n'^x'^—^x'^, or Qx^ = ^.r^,

which gives x = W ; and this is the value which will make
a square of the proposed formula, whose root will be

O I 3
J.

4 5

IIG. The second method consists in giving the root three

terms, asjT-i- gx -\- lix\ such, that the first three terms in

the equation may vanish.

Let there be proposed, fur example, the formula 1 — 4a.' +
Qx^ — 5*'', the root of which we shall suppose to be

\ — 2x -\- 7ix^, and we shall thus have

1 _ 4^ + Ga;2 - 5x-' = 1 - ix -{- 4<x'^ - 4:hx"^ + It^x^ + 2hx^-,

The first two terms, as we see, are immediately destroyed on

both sides ; and, in order to remove the third, we must make
27i -f. 4 = 6; consequently, h — 1; by these means, and

transposing 9Jix^ = S.r"', we obtain - 5x^ = — 4a'^ -|- x\
or — 5 — — 4 -f- .r, so that x = — I.

117. These two methods, therefore, may be employed,

when the first term a is a square. The first is founded on

expressing the root by two terms, asy'-f 2^h in which,/' is
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the sfjuarc root of the first term, and j) is taken sucli, that

the second term must likewise disappear; so that tliere re-

mains only to compai'e p^x" "with the third and fourth term

of the formula, namely cx^ -f dar^; for then that equation,

being divisible by ^^, gives a new value of x, which is

p^— c

^ = -dr'
In the second method, three terms are given to the root;

that is to say, if the first term a =y", we express the root

hyf-\- px -}- qx^ ; after which, /; and q are determined such,

that the first three terms of the formula may vanish, wliich

is done in the following manner : since

f + hx + cx'+ dx"^—f-+ ^pfx + yqx"- -\-'p\v" 4- '^pqx"' + qx\
h

we must have b — 9fp ; and, consequently, p — •^.; farther,

equation dx^ = 2pqx^ -[- q'^x* ; and, as it is divisible by x^y

, . „ .
d— Qpq

we obtain trom it x = :—

.

Q'

118. It may frequently happen, however, even when

a—f^, that neither of these methods will give a new value

ofx; as will appear, by considering the formula y*" -|- J^r^,

in which the second and third terms are wanting.

For if, according to the first method, we suppose the root

to bey-f- px, that is,

p-^dx"^=zf^-\-2fpx-{-p^x%
we shall have 2/'p = 0, and j; = ; so that dx^ = ; and
therefore x = 0, which is not a new value of x.

if, according to the second method, we were to make the

rooty-}" px -j- qx^, or

/2 + dx^ —/• -\- y^px -{- p"x" -|- yqx" -i- 9>pqx^ -j- cpx''^

we should find 9fp = 0, p^ + %^ = ^5 ^^^ g^ = ; whence
dx^ = 0, and also x = 0.

119. In this case, we have no other expedient, than to en-

deavour to find such a value of x^ as will make the formula

a square ; if we succeed, this value will then enable us to

find new values, bv means of our two methods : and this

will apply even to the cases in which the first term is not a

square.

If, for example, the formula 3 \- x^ must become a square ;

as this takes place when x = 1, let a- = 1 -|- //, and we shall

thus have i -| Ov/ l- 3^- 4 i/, the first term of which is a
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^ = P' - 3 = -/-^ - -M- = -^p, ; therefore x =

square. If, therefore, we suppose, accordhig to the first

method, the root to be 2 + pij, we shall have

4 + 3?/ + 37/^ + y^ = 4 + ^jnj -f p^2f^.

In ord<;r that the second term may disappear, we must
make 4/> = 3 ; and, consequently, 7; = 1 ; whence 3 -\-y =p-,

-39 , . -23
-^p. ; thererore x = —:r>>'16 16

which is a new vaUie of x.

If, again, according to the second method, we represent
the root by 2 -j-^;j/-|- gy^, we shall have

4 -h 3j/ +- 3?/^ + 2/3= 4 -1- 4>2/+ 4^qf- +2>Y- + ^Pqf+ q"y\

from which the second term will be removed, by makin<>-

4p = 3, or p z=z ^-^ and the fourth, by making '\^q 4- p- = 3,

or q =. —1 — = |-^-; so that 1 = 9.pq -\- q'^y; whence we

1 - 2pq
obtain y — -—

, or 3/ = -f^~ ; and, consec^uently,

,, 1873
a- rT2T'_

ISO. In general, if we have the formula
a -\- bx + cx^ + dx\

and know also that it becomes a square when x =J', or that

a + bf + cf^ + df'^ — g-^y we may make x —f + j/, and
shall hence obtain the following new formula :

^hf-^rhy

g^ + {h+ ^cf +3t^-)^+ (c + Mf)y^ + dy\

In this formula, the first term is a squai-e ; so that the

two methods above given may be applied with success, as

they will furnish new values of y, and consequently of x
also, since x z=.f + y.

121. But often, also, it is of no avail even to have found
a value of x. This is the case with the formula 1 + x^,

which becomes a square when x •=. 2. For if, in consequence

of this, we make a; = 2 + 3/, we shall get the formula 9 -V

12j/ + 6j/^ + 7/^, which ought also to become a square.

Now, by the first rule, let the root be o-|-y;j/, and we shall

have9+l%/~l~%'+^^= 9~i"Qpj/+/^^j/'') "^ which we must
have 6/J =: 12, and p m^\ therefore 6 -f 3/ = p^ = 4, and

J/
= ~ 2, which, since we made a; r= 2 + ?/, this gives

a; = ; that is to say, a value from which we can derive

nothing more.
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Let us also try the second method, and represent the root

by 3 ^r vy V W'-< this gives

in which we must first have 6/; =. 12, and p — 2; then

6,y -}- p" = 6y + 4 = 6, and q-=. \% farther,

1 -<ilpq + q:y = ^ + i3/'^

hence j/= — 3, and, consequently, x=. — 1, and 1 +ji^=0 ;

from which we can draw no further conclusion, because, if

we wished to make <r ~ — 1+2, we should find the formula,

3~ — 3z" -\- z^, the first term of which vanishes ; so that we
cannot make use of either method.

We have therefore sufficient grounds to suppose, after

what has been attempted, that the formula 1 -j- a:^ can never

become a square, except in these three cases ; namely, when
1. .r = 0, 2. ^ — — 1, and 3. x =. %

But of this we may satisfy ourselves from other reasons.

122. Let us consider, for the sake of practice, the formula

1 + 3x^, which becomes a square in the following cases

;

when
1. ;r = 0, 2. a: = - 1, 3. X -. 2,

and let us see whether we shall arrive at other similar

values.

Since cc =. 1 is one of the satisfactory values, let us sup-

pose jr = 1 -{-3/, and we shall thus have

1 + 3.r3 = 4 + % + 97/2 + 3^3.

Now, let the root of this new formula be 2-\-pi/, so that

4 -f- 9^ + 9y + 3?/' = 4 -f- 4<pi/ + p'y\ We must have

9 == 4y;, and p = ^, and the other terms will give 9 + ^^ =
p- = 4-i, and 7/ = ""

T-5^ » consequently, a: = — -/^, and
l-j-3a7"' becomes a square, namely, — i^ii-, the root of which
is — ^, or -p |4 • ^^^i ^^ ^^^ chose to proceed, by making
X ^= — -^ -{- rjy we should not fail to find new values.

Let us also apply the second method to the same formula,

and suppose the root to be 2 -j- py -j- qy ; which supposition

gives

4 + 9^/ + 9j/2 4- 37/^ =
I
^+^i^^+%;+ ^m' + fy ;

I
therefore, Ave must have 4p = 9, or p = |^, and 4y + 2^" =
9 = 4<7 + |i, or g = 1^: and the other terms will give

3 = 2pg + q"i/ = i-ll + q'y, or 567 + 128^2?/ = 384, or

1289"?/ = — 183; that is to say,

fi32
128 X iUTl/ = - 183, or

gl^^
^ - 183.

So that ?/ = — t|4t> ^"^^ '^ = — -rrrT' '"^"^ these values
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will furnish new ones, by following the methods which have
been pointed out.

123. It must be remarked, however, that if we gave our-

selves the trouble of deducing new values from the two,

which the known case of x — 1 has furnished, "we should

arrive at fractions extremely prolix ; and we have reason to

be surprised that the case, :r = 1, has not rather led us to

the other, x = 2, which is no less evident. This, indeed,

is an imperfection of the present method, which is the only

mode of proceeding hitherto known.
We may, in the same manner, set out from the case

J- rr 2, in order to find other values. Let us, for this pur-

pose, make .r =z 2 -f- 2/i ^"'^l i^ will be required to make a

square of the formula, 25 -\- 36?/ -\- 18iy- -f 3^'\ Here, if

we suppose its root, according to the first method, to be
5 -j- ^j/, we shall have

25 + 36j/ + 18y- + 3y = 25 + Wjjt/ + py

;

and, consequently, 10/; z= 36, or^j = '^ : then expunging
the terms which destroy each other, and dividing the others

by 7/^5 there results 18 + St/ cz p" rz \?^ ; consequently,

jj = — *.!, and a: rr ~ ; whence it follows, that 1 -j- 3*^^ is

a square, whose root is 5 -}- fij — — 4|4, or -j- \\\.
In the second method, it would be necessary to suppose

the root =: 5 + pi) -}- qij"^ and we should then have

.5 + 36y + ISy + 3y . {
"^ + "^^^^"^V^^^

}
the second and third terms would disappear by making
10/) = 36, or J) = 3^, and 10</ + // ~ 18, or

10</ =r 18 - Vt" — Vt5 or <7 = -i-V-5-' ^"d then the other

terms, divided by ?/"'. would give 'ipq + q-y = 3, or

fy^S- ^pq -'- 1^1 ; that is, y=- 1^, and
y, __ _6JL5_

I 3 1 3
•

124. This calculation does not become less tedious and
difficult, even in the cases where, setting out differently, we
can give a general solution ; as, for example, Avhen the

formula proposed is 1 — x — x^ -^^ cc^, in which we may
make, generally, x =. ti^ — \,hy giving any value Avhatever

to n : for, let n = 2; we have then x = 3, and the formula

becomes 1 — 3 — 9 + 27 = 16. Let n = 3, we have then

X = 8, and the formula becomes 1 — 8 — 64 -}- 512 = 441,

and so on.

But it should be observed, that it is to a very peculiar

circumstance we owe a solution so easy, and this circum-

stance is readily perceived by analysing our formula into

factors ; for we immediately see, that it is divisible by
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1 — X, that the quotient will be 1 — x", that tliis quotient

is composed of the factors (1 + x) X (1 — x) ; and, lastly,

that our formula,

] —x-X' + x^={l— x) x(l+.r) x(l—^^^(l — a:)'-x (l+x).

Now, as it must be a D [square'], and as a D , when divisible

by a D, gives a n for the quotient*, we must also have

1 + X = a ; and, conversely, it 1 l- a: be a D , it is certain

that(l — x)"^ X (1 + ^) will be a square; we have therefore

only to make 1 + .r = n^, and we immediately obtain

^= w2 - 1.

If this circumstance had escaped vis, it would have been

difficult even to have determined only five or six values of

X by the preceding methods.

125. Hence we conclude, that it is proper to resolve every

formula proposed into factors, when it can be done ; and we
have already shewn how this is to be done,by making the given

formula equal to 0, and then seeking the root of this equa-

tion ; for each root, as x =f, will give a factory— x ; and
this inquiry is so much the easier, as here we seek only

rational roots, which are always divisors of the known term,

or the term which does not contain x.

126. This circumstance takes place also in our general

formula, a + bx -\- cX- + dx^, when the first two terms dis-

appear, and it is consequently the quantity cx^" -\- dx^ that

must be a square ; for it is evident, in this case, that by di-

viding by the square a;', we must also have c \- dx a square
;

and we have therefore only to make c -{- £7.r = 7i% in order

to have x = r— , a value which contains an infinite num-
a

ber of answers, and even all the possible answers.

1S7. In the application of the first of the two preceding
methods, if we do not choose to determine the letter yj, for

the sake of removing the second term, we shall arrive at

another irrational formula, which it will be required to make
rational.

For example, let J"" -\- bx -^r- ex' -\- dx^ be the formula
proposed, and let its root ~y~{- px. Here we shall have

J'- -f bx + ex" + dx^ =y" + 4fp^^ + p"'^'^ ^'"^"^"^ which the

first terms vanish ; dividing, therefore by x, we obtain

* The mathematical student, who may wish to acquire an
extensive knowledge of the many curious properties of num-
berSj is referred, once for all, to the second edition of Legea-
dre's celebrated Essai sur la Theorie des Nombres ; or to Mr.
Barlow's Elemen'ary Investigation of the same subject.
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b + cx + dx^ r: ^/p + /;\t'% an equation of the second de-

gree, which gives

- P'- g+ a/(p'-Sc//--4- 8dfp-\-c —Ud)

So that the question is now reduced to finding such values

of p, as will make the formula p* — 2c// + 8(1/}} + c-—4<hd
become a square. But as it is the fourth power of the re-

quired number p which occurs liere, this case belongs to the

following chapter.

CHAP. IX.

Ofthe Method ofrcnder'm^ Rational tlie hicommensurable
Formula ^{(x + hx + cx"^ + dx^ + ex^).

128. We are now come to formula?, in which the indeter-

minate number, a-, rises to the fourth power; and this must
be the limit of our researches on quantities affected by the

sign of the square root ; since the subject has not yet been pro-

secuted far enough to enable us to transform into squares

any formulae, in which higher powers of a- are found.

Our new formula furnishes three cases : the first, when
the first term, a, is a square ; the second, Vv^hen the last

term, ex'^^ is a square ; and the third, when both the first

term and the last are squares. We shall consider eacli of

these cases separately.

129. 1st. Resolution of the formula

^/(y^ jfbx -^^ cx^ + dx^ + ex*).

As the first term of this is a square, we might, by the first me-
thod, suppose theroottobe/^+z^a', and determine/; in such a

manner, that the first two terms would disappear, and the

others be divisible by x"; but we should not fail still to find

X- in the equation, and the determination of a: would depend
on a new radical sign. We shall therefore have recourse to

the second method ; and represent the root byy+j^o; + qx" ;

and then determine p and q, so as to remove the first three

terms, and then dividing by x^% we shall arrive at a simple

equation of the first degree, which will give x without any
radical signs.


